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### Title:
**Villegas vs. Court of Appeals and Raquiza: The Repercussions of a Defendant’s Death on
Libel Charges and Civil Liabilities**

### Facts:
This case pertains to the libel suit initiated by Assemblyman Antonio V. Raquiza against
Manila Mayor Antonio J. Villegas following various allegations made by Villegas against
Raquiza that purportedly constituted violations of the Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act
in 1968. Despite thorough investigation, Raquiza was cleared by the Senate Committee on
Public Works due to unreliable testimonies and lack of substantial  evidence. Following
Villegas’ defeat in the 1971 elections and subsequent migration to the USA, where he
remained until his death in 1984, the trial continued in his absence.

After Villegas’ death, the Manila Regional Trial Court moved to dismiss the criminal aspect
of the case but resolved to deal with the civil aspect separately, later ruling in favor of
Raquiza and mandating Villegas’ estate to pay significant damages. Villegas’ heirs contested
this ruling, leading to the case’s elevation to the Court of Appeals which slightly reduced the
awarded damages and subsequently to the Supreme Court for further review.

### Issues:
1. Can a trial court render judgment on a civil case following the accused’s death and before
the filing of a memorandum on his behalf?
2. Is it valid to render judgment against the deceased accused’s heirs and estate without
formal substitution of parties?
3. Assuming the accused was liable for libel, were the damages awarded by the trial court
just and reasonable?

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court focused on the implications of Antonio J. Villegas’ death before the final
judgment.  It  referenced the case of  People v.  Bayotas,  affirming that  the death of  an
accused extinguishes both his criminal liability and the civil liability that exclusively arises
from the offense. However, the civil  liability could be pursued through a separate civil
action if rooted in obligations other than the criminal act.

The Court concluded that both the criminal and civil actions against Villegas should have
been dismissed per Bayotas’ doctrine. This dismissal doesn’t preclude Raquiza from seeking
damages  through  an  independent  civil  action  against  Villegas’  estate  or  legal
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representatives,  providing  a  way  forward  despite  procedural  missteps  in  lower  court
rulings.

### Doctrine:
The pivotal  doctrine  established revolves  around the  survival  of  civil  liability  after  an
accused’s  death.  Stemming  from  the  case  People  v.  Bayotas,  it  confirms  that  death
extinguishes  both  criminal  liability  and civil  liability  based exclusively  on  the  criminal
offense. However, a separate civil action based on other sources of obligation can survive
the accused’s death, but it must be pursued independently.

### Class Notes:
– The death of a defendant before final judgment leads to the extinguishment of both the
criminal aspect and the civil aspect based solely on the criminal act (People v. Bayotas).
–  A  separate  civil  action  for  damages  can  still  be  pursued  against  the  executor,
administrator, or heirs of the deceased’s estate if it is predicated on sources of obligations
other than the offense itself, such as quasi-delict (Article 33, Civil Code in relation with
Article 1157, Civil Code).
– Proper procedural steps, including the substitution of parties in the case of the party’s
death, are crucial for the continuation or initiation of civil proceedings posthumously (Sec.
17, Rule 3; Sec. 1, Rule 87, Rules of Court).

### Historical Background:
The case encapsulates a political era characterized by intense rivalries and accusations
among  public  officials,  highlighting  the  lasting  implications  of  such  disputes  on  legal
doctrines and procedural requirements. The transition from criminal to civil liabilities in the
event  of  a  defendant’s  death  showcases  the  evolution  of  Philippine  jurisprudence  in
addressing the complexities of legal responsibilities beyond one’s lifetime.


